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DEATH VALLEY PROGRAM
TO BE STAGED IN NOVEMBER

Next November 10-11-12 have been
set as the tentative dates for the 1951
Encampment of the Death Valley
49ers, as planned at a recent meeting
of the board of directors held at
Trona, California.
No effort will be made to repeat the
elaborate pageant which drew 35,000
people to Death Valley in the centennial year of 1949. Rather, the program
this year, as tentatively outlined by the
directors will include a huge campfire
program supplemented by exhibits of
historical weapons, Death Valley minerals, and a square dance carnival.
John Anson Ford, president of the
'49ers, stated that the purpose of the
Encampment will be threefold:
(1) To provide an opportunity for
a simple outdoor encampment in one
of America's most scenic and dramatic
settings.
(2) To honor the heroism and
achievements of the early pioneers.
(3) To make the charm and majesty of Death Valley known to all the
world.
President Ford was authorized to
name a committee of five members to
have charge of producing the program.
The pageant part of the Encampment
is to be staged by individual communities in the desert area.
It was agreed that the cost of the
Encampment be limited to such funds
as are provided by popular subscription and by the communities adjacent
to Death Valley.

wonderful trip
if you're using Mobilgas!"
JJJjfc "you bet!"

Mobilgas

Every trip this vacation can be wonderful in economy, wonderful in performance, with Mobilgas. The proof is in the
Mobilgas Economy Run to the Grand
Canyon, where 32 cars, representing
nearly every American manufacturer,
averaged 23.9 miles per gallon using
Mobilgas.
The Mobilgas Economy Run proved
that every owner who is a good, safe
driver, who drives a well-conditioned
car, and who uses Mobilgas or Mobilgas
Special can get better mileage.
FREE —AT YOUR MOBILGAS DEALER —

To help you get more mileage from your
car, drivers, mechanics, and fuel engineers who participated in the Run have
pooled their experiences in a booklet.
Your Mobilgas Dealer has a copy for you.
GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION,
converting nature's g/7/ to better jiving.

SKELETONS OF FIRST
CAMELS ARE DISCOVERED . . .

When, through the efforts of Edward
Fitzgerald Beale, the United States
government landed 33 camels from
Egypt at Indianola, Texas, in 1856 for
use in transportation, it was generally
believed America had its first camels.
The Civil was cut short Beale's experiment. Some of the camels were sold,
others, uncared for, slipped away into
the desert to become nomadic outcasts.
Recently fossil beds in the vicinity
of Barstow have yielded skeletons of
tiny camels about the size of yearling
calves with a small hump. According
to Ray S. Langworthy, science teacher
at the Barstow high school, the scientist in charge of the excavation, Ted
Golusha, working for the New York
Museum of Natural History, believes
the camels are the forebears of the
present near-east Asiatic camels; that
the camel family originated in North
America, migrating across the Bering
Straits to disappear from America.
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DESERT CALENDAR
June 1-2—Pioneer Days Celebration,
Clovis, New Mexico.
June 3—Sports Day, fly and bait casting. Trap shooting. Storrie Lake,
Las Vegas. New Mexico.
June 3—Procession of La Conquistadora from St. Francis Cathedral to
Rosaria Chapel, commemorating
reconquest of New Mexico from
Indians by de Vargas in 1692.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
June 3-6—State Future Homemaker's
Conference, Arizona State College,
Flagstaff, Arizona.
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Trail of the 57 Shrines...
On April 1 many readers of Desert Magazine gathered in front of
Desert's pueblo in the Coachella Valley to dedicate the starting- of a Shrine
for those who follow the desert trails. For those who would like to know
more about such Shrines, and their Indian origin, here is a story that will
answer most of the questions, written by Paul Wilhelm, poet oi 1000 Palms
Oasis.
By PAUL WILHELM
Map by Norton Allen

Although perhaps hundreds of years old, the ancient Indian trail across
Bee Rock Mesa is still easy to follow.

LTHOUGH I have lived in my
little cabin at California's 1000
Palm Oasis 18 years, it was
not until a few months ago that 1 discovered on Bee Rock Mesa not far
from my home what I believe is a
record number of rock mounds—Trail
Shrines of the ancient Indians who
once camped at my spring. There are
57 of them along an old Indian trail
within a distance of one mile.
Bee Rock Mesa is in the heart of
the Indio Mud Hills, the "most prosaically named hills in the desert" according to Harry Oliver whose "Fort
Oliver" home lies on the floor of
Coachella valley just south of them.
We residents of the area prefer to call
them Phantom Hills—because we think
they arc worthy of a prettier name than
"mud."
Actually, these sienna-hued clay
banks have much to interest the Nature lover and photographer, as well
as the geologist and archeologist. In
this great up-lifted sedimentary deposit are found beds of marine fossils,
and along their 26-miIc length are
many oases of the native Washingtonia
palm. Indians once chanted their songs
among these palms, and cremated their
dead on the nearby mesas. We are
quite certain of this for the mesas and
ridges are zig-zagged with ancient trails.
Phantom Hills have a forbidding appearance to those who view them from
paved Highways 60, 70 and 99—all
three of these U. S. highways follow
the same route at this point. But those
of us who live among these hills have
learned that in the solitary places behind and beyond their drab exterior
are vistas of indescribable beauty. The
whole story of creation is written in
these hills—for those who have the
interest to explore them at leisure and
study the strange phenomena of their
formation.
In the heart of these hills, for untold
centuries 1000 Palms Canyon was one
of the more important old Indian
campsites. This was due to an unfailing supply of spring water forced to
the surface through fissures formed
by the San Andreas fault. This continuous 80-inch flow to this day makes
the canyon green with palm, willow,
mesquite, cottonwood and grasses.
Here can still be found artifacts of a
by-gone day: clay ollas, stone implements and obsidian spear and arrowheads, mementos left by the most recent Phantom Hills dwellers, the Shoshoneans.
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Paul Wilhelm and Cyria Henderson deposit their stones on one of the largest of
the shrines found along the Bee Rock Mesa trail.

Less than a mile south of this natural watering place, I came upon 57
Trail Shrines. They were located on
either side of an ancient trail on Bee
Rock Mesa between 1000 Palms and
Hidden Palms Oases.
Excursions had often taken me into
the Bee Rock Mesa area during my
years at 1000 Palms Oasis. It was
high country—and there was adventure tracking hill ridges, or searching
for ollas hidden in caves a century ago
by the Wildcat and Coyote clans of
the late Mara tribe.
This particular Sunday afternoon
the excursion led up a boulder-strewn
box canyon. Adjacent, and high to my
left, arose Bee Rock Mesa. From my
shoulder hung a canteen, and a camera. I was intent on taking a photograph of a rare cacti grouping. I had
happened on it some weeks before—
seven large bisnagas growing in a
cluster on a gravel slope.
The photo taken, I climbed the
mesa—and there was this ancient trail!
It meandered leisurely in a northwest,
southeast direction.
At first glance, it appeared older
than the two trails I was familiar with
in the foothills a mile east between
Pushawalla and 1000 Palms Canyons.
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I decided to hike its entire length. So
I tracked northwest, keeping well
apart from the trail. 1 wanted to follow it across the mesa from beginning
to end.
The flat desert pavement over which
I picked my way was bone-dry, with
scant vegetation. Creosote bushes,
spaced farther apart than is their habit,
were grotesquely stunted, the leaves
folded desperately inward to retain
every precious bit of moisture. Occasionally I walked over round smooth
clearings, from five to eight feet in
diameter. But the aridity of Bee Rock
Mesa was compensated by the view it
afforded, old landmarks of the Phantom Hills familiar from years of association: Squaw Hill, Cragg Bluff, Elephant Butte and Gaunt Ridge. Far
west arose the two-mile-high bk e summit of San Jacinto Mountain. And I
realized the peaceful charm of this
mesa. It was an isolated little world
of its own.
At last 1 stood on the edge of a sand
and rock-strewn slope. The trail zigzagged down in sharp switchbacks.
Below, on a flat of land, markings of
the trail were barely evident. Those
faint stretches still discernable made a
bee-line for my home Oasis one mile

northwest—the first of three luxuriant
palm groves in 1000 Palms Canyon.
Viewed from Bee Rock Mesa, that
green oasis in its dramatic situation,
flanked by ochre-colored hills, was a
painting in deep pastels. At the base
of those palms were the Indians' unfailing springs. Vivid in my mind was
the picture of a time when dusky figures roamed the Phantom Hills. It
wasn't difficult to imagine a party of
them on the old trail carrying ollas
filled with spring water.
I turned about and began following
the trail. It was then that I first beheld many low rock mounds on either
side of the trail—good luck shrines as
white men call them, apparently erected
by some pre-historic people.
Under the slant of a hot sun, I was
held there in that moment of discovery.
Perhaps it was the recognition of a
residue of living left by a people in a
place once frequented and loved.
The moment did not pass quickly.
I continued studying those small heaps
of loosely piled stones recalling, like
it was yesterday, a summer afternoon
three years before as I plodded up the
trail toward the summit of San Jacinto
Peak behind my Santa Rosa Indian
guide, Pablo Arroz. Nearing the summit the Indian turned aside from the

